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BACKGROUND: It was recently reported that the transcription factor Forkhead box P3 (FoxP3) is expressed not only in regulatory
T cells (Tregs) but also in cancer cells. The aim of this study was to clarify the clinical significance of FoxP3 expression in gastric
carcinoma.
METHODS: We performed immunohistochemical staining of FoxP3 to examine the association of FoxP3 expression with
clinicopathological features of 194 patients with gastric cancer who underwent surgical resection from 2000 to 2010. We also
investigated the immunosuppressive function of FoxP3 using gastric cancer cell lines.
RESULTS: Immunohistochemical staining indicated FoxP3-positive cells within tumour tissue including both Tregs and tumour cells.
Forkhead box P3-positive tumour cells were observed in 79.3% of signet ring cell carcinoma patients, and the expression of FoxP3
showed a significant correlation with lymph node metastasis. We showed that transforming growth factor-b augmented FoxP3
mRNA expression in cell lines derived from signet ring cell carcinoma. Indoleamine-2,3-dioxygenase and galectin-1, key effectors of
Treg-mediated immunosuppression, were downregulated by FoxP3 knockdown.
CONCLUSION: Our findings suggested that FoxP3 expression by tumour cells might have important roles in immune escape of gastric
carcinoma, and be associated with the malignant potential of scirrhous gastric carcinoma.
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Regulatory T cells (Tregs) are naturally present in the immune
system and have important roles in suppression of the host
antitumour immune response. Regulatory T cells are classified
into two types: one type is generated in the thymus and migrates
to the periphery; the other is induced from naı̈ve T cells
by cytokines such as transforming growth factor-b (TGF-b;
Zou, 2006; Sakaguchi et al, 2010). Previous studies have pointed
out that an increase in Tregs in tumour tissue is associated with
the progression of many solid cancers such as breast cancer
(Mansfield et al, 2009), malignant melanoma (Polak et al, 2007),
oesophageal cancer, and gastric cancer (Mizukami et al, 2008;
Shen et al, 2010). Regulatory T cells are characterised by
constitutive expression of CD25 and the transcriptional factor
Forkhead box P3 (FoxP3). The key role of FoxP3 in Tregs is
induction of immune-suppressive function to maintain self-
tolerance. It is widely accepted that FoxP3 is the most reliable
marker of Tregs, and is expressed in both mice and humans.
It has recently been reported that FoxP3 expression is detected
not only in Tregs but also in tumour cells such as melanoma
cells (Ebert et al, 2008) and pancreatic carcinoma cells
(Hinz et al, 2007). Furthermore, the relationship between FoxP3

expression by tumour cells and clinicopathological characteristics
has been described in detail (Wang et al, 2010b). However, the
detailed molecular mechanisms of FoxP3 expression in tumour
cells remain unclear.
Gastric carcinoma is one of the most common malignancies in

the world, but is especially common in Japan. Human scirrhous
gastric carcinoma exhibits a number of unique biological proper-
ties such as extensive fibrosis with sparse tumour cell infiltration
in the stroma, and has the worst clinical prognosis of any type of
gastric carcinoma. Signet ring cell carcinoma is a diffuse type of
carcinoma based on Lauren’s classification, and is characterised by
the potential to diffusely infiltrate the gastric wall. Advanced stage
signet ring cell carcinoma shows a higher rate of lymph node
metastasis than other types of carcinoma, with peritoneal
dissemination similar to that of scirrhous gastric carcinoma
(Hyung et al, 2002; Li et al, 2007). It is known that signet ring
cell carcinoma patients have poor prognosis, although the reason
is still unclear. Tumours, including gastric cancer, might rely on
modulation of the expression of various molecules that mediate
tumour-induced immunosuppression to escape from immune
surveillance.
In this study, we investigated the expression of FoxP3 by gastric

cancer cells and the correlation with tumour histological type on
FoxP3 expression, to clarify whether FoxP3 expression by tumour
cells is associated with induction of immunosuppression.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Clinical samples and cell lines

Human gastric carcinoma specimens were collected from 194
patients who underwent gastrectomy in the Department of Surgical
Oncology, Osaka City University Graduate School of Medicine.
The human cancer cell lines, OCUM-8, OCUM-12, OCUM-2M, and
OCUM-2MD3 were established from scirrhous gastric carcinoma
in our laboratory (Yashiro et al, 1996). MKN-7 and MKN-74 were
derived from tubular adenocarcinoma of the stomach. Peripheral
blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were isolated from healthy
human volunteers by Ficoll-Paque density gradient centrifugation.

Immunohistochemistry

Paraffin-embedded sections were deparaffinised in xylene and
rehydrated. Endogenous peroxidase was blocked with 3% H2O2 for
15min. For FoxP3 staining, antigens were retrieved by autoclaving in
0.01M citrate (pH 6.0) at 121 1C for 15min, followed by a gradual
cooldown to 70 1C in an autoclave, and then a cooldown to 37 1C by
placing them at room temperature (Nakamura et al, 2007). For
indoleamine-2,3-dioxygenase (IDO) and galectin-1 (Gal-1) staining,
antigens were retrieved by autoclaving at 105 1C for 10min. After
blocking non-specific staining, sections were incubated overnight at
4 1C with a primary antibody. Goat polyclonal anti-FoxP3 antibody
(1 : 100 dilution, AbCam, Cambridge, UK), rabbit polyclonal anti-IDO
antibody (1 : 100 dilution, Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc., Santa Cruz,
CA, USA), and rabbit polyclonal anti-Gal-1 antibody (1 : 500 dilution,
AbCam) were used as primary antibodies. The primary antibody was
detected using a biotinylated secondary antibody. The signal was
amplified by streptavidin–biotin complex formation and developed
with diaminobenzidine followed by counterstaining with heamatox-
ylin. Finally, the slides were dehydrated and mounted.
The percentage of FoxP3-positive tumour cells per field was scored

using a semiquantitative four-category grading system: 0¼ 0–10%,
1¼ 11–50%, 2¼ 51–80%, and 3¼ 81–100%. And we defined 0 and
1 as negative, and 2 and 3 as positive staining. Two experienced
investigators including a pathologist who was blinded to the clinical
follow-up data independently scored the cases analysed in this study.

Reverse transcription (RT)–PCR and quantitative real-time
RT–PCR

Total RNA was isolated from cell lines, tumour cells in clinical
samples, and from PBMCs using Trizol reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad,
CA, USA), and was used as a template for the synthesis of
complementary DNA by RT using random primers (Invitrogen).
PCR was carried out using FoxP3 (forward primer) 50-GCCCTTGGA-
CAAGGACCCGATG-30 and FoxP3 (reverse primer) 50-CATTTGC-
CAGCAGTGGGTAGGA-30. PCR involved 35 cycles of 94 1C for 1min,
66 1C for 1min, and 72 1C for 1min, with a final primer extension at
72 1C for 10min. PCR products were resolved using 1% agarose gel
electrophoresis. Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase was also
analysed to verify the integrity of the template cDNA preparations. We
performed quantitative RT–PCR using TaqMan FoxP3, IDO, and Gal-1
gene expression assays (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA,
assay ID: Hs01085834, Hs00158032, and Hs00355202, respectively).
Thermocycling was performed with an ABI Prism 7000 Sequence
Detection System (Applied Biosystems) using an initial incubation at
95 1C for 10min, followed by 50 cycles of 95 1C for 15 s and 60 1C for
1min. The DDCt method was used to calculate values of FoxP3, IDO,
and Gal-1 relative to GAPDH gene amplification.

Western blot analysis

Aliquots containing 30 mg of total protein from lysate of cell
lines were subjected to SDS–PAGE, and the protein bands

were transferred to a polyvinylidene difluoride membrane
(Amersham, Aylesbury, UK). The membrane was blocked with
3% non-fat dry milk in 1�PBS at room temperature for 1 h,
then probed with each primary antibody, 1 : 500 of anti-FoxP3
(PCH101; eBioscience, San Diego, CA, USA), 1 : 500 of anti-IDO
(Santa Cruz Biotechnology, USA), 1 : 2000 of anti-Gal-1 (AbCam),
or 1 : 1000 of anti-b-actin (Cell Signaling Tec., Danvers, MA, USA)
at 4 1C overnight, followed by a peroxidase-labelled secondary
antibody reactive with each primary antibody for 1 h at room
temperature. Bands were detected using an enhanced chemilumi-
nescence system (Amersham).

Small interfering RNA (siRNA) treatment

OCUM-2M cells were plated in 6-well plates and treated with
siRNA targeting FoxP3 (s27192; Ambion, Austin, TX, USA), or
with negative control siRNA (AM4611; Ambion), together with
siPORT NeoFX agent (Ambion) for 8 h in a medium containing
10% FCS according to the manufacturer’s instructions. At 8 h after
transfection, the OCUM-2M cells were harvested and the efficacy
of gene silencing was measured using quantitative RT–PCR. All
experiments were repeated at least three times to assess
reproducibility.

Statistical analysis

The correlation between the FoxP3 expression and clinicopatho-
logical characteristics was estimated using the w2 test. Overall
survival rates were analysed using the Kaplan–Meier method, and
differences between survival curves were analysed using the
log-rank test. The values obtained using quantitative RT–PCR
were compared using Student’s t-test. A P-value of o0.05 was
considered statistically significant for all tests. All statistical
analyses were performed using SPSS statistical software version
11.0.1 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

RESULTS

Correlation between FoxP3 and clinicopathological
characteristics in gastric cancer tissue

To examine FoxP3 expression in gastric cancer, we performed
immunohistochemistry of 194 clinical samples using an anti-FoxP3
antibody. Nuclear immunostaining of FoxP3 was detected in
lymphocytes around the tumour tissue in the primary tumour as
well as lymph nodes (Figures 1A, B and C). The detected FoxP3-
positive lymphocytes were presumed to be mostly Tregs based on
double CD4/FoxP3 immunohistochemical staining (Supplemen-
tary Figure 1). Interestingly, FoxP3 expression was also often
localised in the nuclei of signet ring cell carcinoma tissues.
However, few FoxP3-positive tumour cells were detected in poorly
differentiated adenocarcinomas, and none were detected in well
and moderately differentiated adenocarcinomas (Figures 1D–H).
In addition, not only the primary signet ring cell carcinoma but
also the metastatic lesions in the lymph node were FoxP3-positive.
The frequency of FoxP3-positive tumour cells in signet ring cell
carcinoma was observed to differ between patients. The expression
level of FoxP3 was evaluated by investigators based on the
percentage of FoxP3-positive tumour cells and was classified into
four groups: 0–10%, 11–50%, 51–80%, and 81–100%. As shown in
Table 1, 73 of 92 cases (79.3%) of signet ring cell carcinoma
displayed FoxP3-positive tumour cells. Compared with signet ring
cell carcinoma, few cases showed positive expression in other
histological carcinoma types assayed. On the other hand, the
number of infiltrating FoxP3-positive Tregs into metastatic lymph
nodes did not differ between intestinal type and signet ring cell
carcinoma as judged by a similar assessment of CD4/FoxP3-
stained cells (Figures 1B and C). We defined 49 specimens with
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scores 2 and 3 as positive expression and 43 with scores 0 and 1 as
negative with FoxP3. The clinicopathological characteristics of the
patients with signet ring cell carcinoma are summarised in Table 2.
Of the 92 patients, 38 cases (41.3%) were positive for lymphatic
invasion but only 7 cases (7.6%) were positive for venous invasion.
A total of 34 cases (37.0%) were diagnosed as pathological node
positive and 52 patients were diagnosed as pathological stage I.
Forkhead box P3 expression was significantly associated with node
involvement and TNM stage IV (Table 2). However, there was no
significant relationship of FoxP3 expression with prognosis. The
3-year survival rate of patients with positive expression of FoxP3 in
tumour tissue was 74.3% whereas those with negative expression
was 86.5%, indicating a potential association of FoxP3 with poor
prognosis (Figure 2).

Impact of FoxP3 expression on gastric cancer cell lines

To examine the molecular mechanism, we first analysed FoxP3
mRNA expression in gastric cancer cell lines and several tumour
tissues using RT–PCR. We analysed six different cell lines
including OCUM-2M and OCUM-2MD3, OCUM-8 and -12 that
are derived from signet ring cell-dominant gastric cancer, and
MKN-7 and MKN-74 that are derived from cancer with histological
features of well or moderately differentiated carcinoma. Previous
reports suggested that there are various FoxP3 mRNA variants that
arise owing to alternative splicing of the FoxP3 gene. It has been
reported that FoxP3 mRNA in Tregs is expressed as two variants:
full-length FoxP3 mRNA and a spliced version lacking exon 3.
These two variants were detected following RT–PCR of PBMCs as
band sizes of 608 and 503 bp, respectively (Figure 3A). The gastric
cancer cell line, OCUM-2M expressed the same two variants as
the Tregs, which suggests that FoxP3 in OCUM-2M might have a
similar function as the FoxP3 in Tregs. However, the spliced variant
of FoxP3 was absent in two other gastric cancer cell lines, OCUM-8
and OCUM-12. Moreover, we did not observe any FoxP3 mRNA
expression in MKN-7 or MKN-74 cells, consistent with the immuno-
histochemical data. We therefore used OCUM-2M cells, which
showed expression of the same FoxP3 mRNA variants as Tregs, for
the following analyses. Although several patterns of isoforms were
observed in gastric cancer cells from clinical samples, we detected
the same pattern as OCUM-2M cells by RT–PCR (Figure 3A).

Table 1 Number of patients with FoxP3-positive tumour cells

FoxP3-positive
tumour cells

Histological type 0 1 2 3 Total

Well-differentiated adenocarcinoma 14 0 0 0 14
Moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma 45 0 0 0 45
Poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma 38 5 0 0 43
Signet ring cell carcinoma 19 24 33 16 92

A

D E F

G H

B C

Figure 1 Immunohistochemical analysis of FoxP3 expression in gastric cancer tissue. Tumour tissue sections were immunohistochemically stained using an
anti-FoxP3 antibody. Forkhead box P3-positive lymphocytes (arrows) had infiltrated into both primary lesions (A) and lymph nodes (B and C). Many FoxP3-
positive lymphocytes had infiltrated metastatic lymph nodes regardless of the tumour histological type (C). We also detected FoxP3 staining of tumour cells
(arrowheads; G). No FoxP3-positive tumour cells were detected in well-differentiated adenocarcinoma (D) or moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma
(E), and few FoxP3-positive tumour cells were detected in poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma (F). However, strong staining of FoxP3 was observed in
the nuclei of cells with signet ring cell morphology (G and H). Forkhead box P3 expression in signet ring cell carcinoma was classified into four groups
according to the percentage of FoxP3-positive tumour cells: 0–10%, 11–50%, 51–80%, and 81–100%. They were marked as 0, 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
Groups 0 and 1 were defined as negative, and 2and 3 as positive. A–G: scale bar¼ 50mm. H: scale bar¼ 10mm.
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To clarify the immunoregulatory function of FoxP3-positive
tumour cells, we examined the effect of TGF-b on FoxP3
expression in OCUM-2M cells. Transforming growth factor-b

regulates T-cell function through the induction of FoxP3 expres-
sion. Stimulation with TGF-b for 48 h significantly augmented the
mRNA expression of FoxP3 in OCUM-2M cells. We also performed
the same treatment in the other cell lines, including OCUM-8 and
OCUM-12, which showed expression of only full-length FoxP3
mRNA variant. However, stimulation with TGF-b did not change
FoxP3 mRNA expression (Figure 3B).
As FoxP3 expression is associated with immunosuppression,

we next determined if the expression of the immunosuppressive
molecules, IDO and Gal-1, is associated with that of FoxP3 in
tumour tissue. Using immunohistochemical staining, we detected
the expression of both IDO and Gal-1 in tumour tissues including
signet ring cell carcinoma (Figure 3C). The morphology of some of
the IDO-positive cells was similar to that of macrophages or
dendritic cells. Both the cytoplasmic and nuclear regions of
tumour as well as bystander cells stained positive for Gal-1. We
then analysed the effect of RNAi-mediated FoxP3 silencing on the
mRNA expression of IDO and Gal-1 using the cancer cell line
OUCM-2M, which constitutively expresses FoxP3. Knock down of
FoxP3 in OCUM-2M cells significantly downregulated the mRNA
expression of IDO and Gal-1, as analysed using quantitative
RT–PCR (Figure 3D). Furthermore, we analysed the expression at
protein level by western blot analysis. In OCUM-2M, OCUM-8, and
OCUM-12, which showed mRNA expression of FoxP3, IDO, and
Gal-1, we also detected the each protein expression (Figure 3E). By
FoxP3 siRNA treatment to OCUM-2M cells, the protein expression
of IDO and Gal-1 was downregulated (Figure 3F).

DISCUSSION

In this study, we demonstrated that FoxP3 was expressed in signet
ring cell carcinoma of the stomach and might have relationship
with immunosuppressive effect. Although Wang et al (2010a)
previously reported that FoxP3 was recognised in gastric cancer
tissue, our study is the first report to suggest immunoregulatory
function of FoxP3 expressed in gastric cancer cells. We observed
that FoxP3-positive tumour cells occur at a much higher frequency
in signet ring cell carcinoma than in carcinomas of other
histological types. The downregulation of IDO and Gal-1 expres-
sion by FoxP3 silencing in a cancer cell line suggests the
immunosuppressive function of FoxP3 in tumours, indicating the
differential immunosuppressive state of the background in gastric
cancer. Our findings suggested that the signet ring cell carcinoma
itself might be able to induce immune tolerance through FoxP3
gene expression.
Tumours are imprinted by the immunologic environment in

which they form. Dunn et al advocated the term ‘cancer
immunoediting’ to describe the process of protection and
development of a tumour (Dunn et al, 2002). To improve the
efficacy of immunotherapy against cancer, it is important to
understand the balance between proinflammatory and immuno-
suppressive responses in antitumour immunity. Regulatory T cells
have a central role in the regulation of immune responses to
tumours. The amount of FoxP3 protein is critical for the Treg
suppressor function. Our immunohistochemical staining showed
that FoxP3-positive cells in tumour tissue included not only
infiltrating Tregs but also cancer cells themselves. Importantly,
FoxP3-positive cancer cells were confined to signet ring cell
carcinoma. Signet ring cell carcinoma of the stomach frequently
shows diffuse infiltrative growth called scirrhous cancer, lymph
node metastasis, and peritoneal dissemination, which correlate
with poor prognosis (Hyung et al, 2002; Li et al, 2007). However,
the reason for this poor prognosis remains unclear. Factors such as
depth of invasion, histological type, and lymph node metastasis are
generally known as prognostic factors for gastric cancer. Our
results of immunohistochemical staining did not demonstrate a
significant relationship of FoxP3 expression with prognosis,

Table 2 Correlation between the FoxP3 expression and
clinicopathological characteristics of signet ring cell carcinoma patients
(n¼ 92)

FoxP3 expression

Factor Negative (n¼ 43) Positive (n¼49) P-value

Age (years) 61±13.6

Gender
Male 20 24 0.837
Female 23 25

Lymphatic invasion
ly(� ) 30 24 0.057
ly(þ ) 13 25

Venous invasion
v(� ) 40 45 1
v(þ ) 3 4

T
T1 27 21 0.063
T2–T4 16 28

N
N0 33 25 0.017*
N1–N3 10 24

Stage
I–III 41 36 0.005*
IV 2 13

*Po0.05.
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Figure 2 Survival curves of FoxP3-positive and -negative signet ring cell
carcinoma patients. Kaplan–Meier curves of the overall survival of FoxP3-
positive and -negative signet ring cell carcinoma patients are shown. P-
values between the FoxP3-positive group and the FoxP3-negative group
were calculated using the log-rank test. There was no significant difference
between positive and negative FoxP3 groups.
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because we did not show the direct evidence of FoxP3-induced
capacity of cancer cells to metastasise or induce Tregs around
tumour. We previously reported that TGF-b produced by cancer-
associated fibroblasts triggers the progression of scirrhous gastric

carcinoma (Yashiro et al, 1996), indicating that FoxP3 in signet
ring cells might be induced by TGF-b produced by cells in the
tumour microenvironment including fibroblasts, macrophage, or
dendritic cells. However, our data that FoxP3 expression was
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Figure 3 Expression and impact of FoxP3 on gastric cancer cell lines. (A) Expression of FoxP3 mRNA in gastric cancer cell lines and tissues. Forkhead box
P3 mRNA expression in six gastric cancer cell lines and tumour cells from five cases were analysed by RT–PCR. In the OCUM-2M scirrhous gastric cancer
cell line, FoxP3 mRNA was expressed as two variants similar to those in PBMCs. The upper band (608 bp in size) is considered to be full-length FoxP3
mRNA and the lower band (503 bp) is considered to be a D3 splice variant. Only the full-length FoxP3 mRNA was expressed in OCUM-8 and OCUM-12
cells. MKN-7 and MKN-74 cells, which were derived from intestinal type cancer, showed no FoxP3 expression. In case 1, FoxP3 mRNA was expressed as
two variants similar to those in PBMCs. Some cases showed several patterns of mRNA expression, some showed no expression. GAPDH expression was
used to verify the integrity of the template cDNA preparations. (B) Effect of TGF-b on FoxP3 mRNA expression in gastric cancer cell lines. Stimulation with
10mgml� 1 TGF-b for 48 h induced a significant increase in FoxP3 mRNA expression in OCUM-2M cells (**Po0.01). However, we observed no increase in
the other cell lines. Bars, s.d.s. (C) Expression of the effectors of Treg-mediated immunosuppression IDO and Gal-1 in gastric cancer tissue. Tumour tissue
was immunohistochemically stained using anti-IDO and anti-Gal-1 antibodies. Indoleamine-2,3-dioxygenase and Gal-1 were strongly expressed in the nuclei
of tumour cells in signet ring cell carcinoma (A and C). Furthermore, IDO expression was also detected in stromal cells, which had the morphologic
appearance of macrophages or dendritic cells (B). A–C: scale bar¼ 10 mm. (D) Effect of FoxP3 siRNA on IDO and Gal-1 mRNA expression in OCUM-2M
cells. The effect of FoxP3 siRNA on specific mRNA expression in OCUM-2M cells was analysed using quantitative RT–PCR. At 8 h after exposure to FoxP3
siRNA, the mRNA expression of FoxP3, IDO, and Gal-1 was significantly downregulated relative to their respective expression in non-transfected cells
(blank control) or in cells transfected with negative control siRNA (*Po0.05). Bars, s.d.s. (E and F) Effect of FoxP3 siRNA on IDO and Gal-1 protein
expression in OCUM-2M cells. (E) The protein expression of FoxP3, IDO, and Gal-1 was analysed in several gastric cancer cell lines by western blot analysis.
In OCUM-2M, OCUM-8, and OCUM-12 we detected the protein expression. (F) Protein expression of IDO and Gal-1 was downregulated in OCUM-2M
cells by FoxP3 siRNA treatment.
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associated with lymph node metastasis were consistent with
Wang’s report, suggesting correlation to host immunostatus
(Maehara et al, 1997; Shu et al, 2006).
In vitro we confirmed that FoxP3 mRNA and FoxP3 protein are

expressed in cell lines derived from signet ring cell carcinoma, but
not in cell lines from differentiated adenocarcinoma. It has been
previously reported that alternative splicing of the human FoxP3
gene can give rise to different FoxP3 variants. However, until now,
it has been unclear whether each isoform has distinct functions
(Smith et al, 2006). In this study, we observed differences in the
expression of FoxP3 splicing variants among cell lines, indicating
that there are probablyfunctional differences between OCUM-2M,
and OCUM-8 and OCUM-12 owing to differentially spliced FoxP3.
We selected the OCUM-2M cell line for further study because this
cell line expresses both full-length FoxP3 and the isoform that
lacks exon 3, which are the FoxP3 forms that are endogenously
expressed in human CD4þCD25þ Tregs. Transforming growth
factor-b, an immunosuppressive cytokine, inhibits immune
responses by inducing FoxP3 expression and thereby promoting
the generation of Tregs (Wan and Flavell, 2008). Augmentation of
FoxP3 mRNA in OCUM-2M cells by TGF-b treatment suggested
that the FoxP3 protein might have functional significance for
cancer cells.
To determine if the FoxP3 expressed by tumours could induce

an immunosuppressive environment, we next examined the ability
of FoxP3 expressed in a gastric cancer cell line to regulate IDO and
Gal-1 expression. Indoleamine-2,3-dioxygenase, an intracellular
enzyme that catalyses tryptophan, strongly inhibits the develop-
ment of immune responses by blocking T-cell activation, inducing
T-cell apoptosis and promoting the differentiation of naı̈ve T cells
into Tregs (Sakaguchi et al, 2010). Indoleamine-2,3-dioxygenase is
expressed in various human cancer tissues and is involved in
protecting tumours from being attacked by tumour-associated
antigen-specific host cytotoxic T cells (Brandacher et al, 2006; Ino
et al, 2006; Ino et al, 2008). Galectin-1, an ab-galactoside binding
protein with immune regulatory functions, is upregulated in
many cancers, including melanoma, colon, bladder, and ovarian
carcinoma, and contributes to the immunosuppression and

apoptosis of immune cells, particularly T cells (Rubinstein et al,
2004; Rabinovich, 2005; Kuo et al, 2011). Galectin-1 is also
expressed by Tregs and is upregulated upon T-cell receptor
activation. Blocking of Gal-1 markedly reduced the immune
inhibitory effects of Tregs, and Tregs from Gal-1-deficient mice
displayed reduced Treg cell activity (Garin et al, 2007; Kubach
et al, 2007; Shevach, 2009).
We detected IDO and Gal-1 expression in clinical samples of

signet ring cell carcinoma as well as in cancer cell lines, and RNA
silencing of FoxP3 downregulated both mRNA and protein levels
of IDO and Gal-1 in a gastric cancer cell line. These results
suggested that FoxP3 transcription is important for tumour
expression of IDO and Gal-1, which may subsequently induce
immunosuppression.
Our results are consistent with previous reports that assessed

FoxP3 expression by tumour cells. Hinz et al (2007) reported that
FoxP3-expressing pancreatic carcinoma cells suppressed T-cell
proliferation and that knock down of FoxP3 by siRNA treatment
reduced the suppressive activity of these cells. Ebert et al (2008)
demonstrated FoxP3 expression in melanoma cells and suggested
that FoxP3 expression in tumour cells might endow tumour
cells themselves with immune-suppressive activity. Wang et al
(2010b) reported clinical characteristics of FoxP3-expressing
hepatocellular carcinoma tissues and suggested that FoxP3 staining
might be associated with a high risk of hepatocellular carcinoma.
In conclusion, we demonstrated that signet ring cell carcinoma

cells might have a Treg-like activity, which would allow them to
escape from immune surveillance, thereby resulting in cancer
progression such as lymph node metastasis. These findings might
provide new perspectives regarding immunotherapeutic strategies
against scirrhous gastric carcinoma. Our results might not only
improve the efficacy of immunotherapies but also would help to
guide decisions regarding the combination of cancer vaccine and
other treatment modalities such as surgery, radiotherapy, chemo-
therapy, and targeted therapy.

Supplementary Information accompanies the paper on British
Journal of Cancer website (http://www.nature.com/bjc)
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